
Puppy Class Module 1

We use four main marker words to communicate with our dogs.

Yes: Yes means the dog has done the behavior you wanted and they can break the command (such as get 
up from a down) and come to you to get their reward such as food or a toy.

Good: Good means the dog should keep doing the behavior they are already doing.  If you're going to 
give the dog food, we want the dog to hold the position while you bring the food to them.  You don't 
always give food when using good.

No: When the dog makes a mistake, we can let them know with no.  We can also let them know that they 
are doing a behaviors we don't want them to and they need to stop that behavior whether that means we 
guide them to a more acceptable behavior or later on we allow the dog to choose a different behavior.

Release: Release means that the dog is free to do what they want (within reason of course!)

We can also use different sounds as markers

Clicker:  We use a clicker as an alternative “yes”.  It's a crisper, cleaner sound than our voice.  However 
the advantage of our voice is that we have our mouths everywhere without having to carry a clicker with 
us.  We find the clicker good for working on shaping and targeting.

Spontaneous:  When you're dog does something you like.  For example, you're doing some 
cleaning in your house and your dog comes over, sits and gives you eye contact: yes and reward.  You're  
sitting on the couch and your dog lays down to relax: yes and reward. 

Compliance: Anything you ask for that the dog does.  You ask your dog to down and they do: 
yes and reward. 

Relaxation: Anytime the dog shows signs of being more relaxed than he was a moment before. 
For example, you're dog is pacing and stops for a moment: yes and reward.

Recall: If you call your dog to come, the moment they commit to coming: yes and reward when 
they get to you.  Also if your dog comes to you voluntarily: yes and reward.

Correction:  Any time you've corrected the dog in any way, the moment the behavior changes 
yes and reward.  Your puppy steals a sock, correct (verbally or squirt), puppy drops sock (changes 
behavior): yes and reward. 

Markers

Things to Reward



Sit on the Dog is a relaxation exercise.  No you will not actually be sitting on the dog but you will be 
sitting.  There are many situations in which it's important that our dog can learn to do nothing and be  
content doing nothing.  

Examples include:

A: You're out on a walk with your dog and your come across you friend Marie.  You and Marie want to 
catch up.  You can have your dog do two main things: pull on your arm as your dog is trying to pull you to 
different places to sniff, explore or possibly mark or your dog can be taught to sit or lay down quiet and  
chill (do nothing) while you chat with Marie.

B: You take your dog to the vet for a routine appointment.  You wait in the waiting room for 20 minutes 
before being moved to a room for you dog's exam.  Again your dog could be pulling, jumping, barking, 
sniffing and stressing or your dog could be laying and relaxing at your feet.

C: You want to go to a dog friendly outdoor restaurant with your dog.  You're going to be sitting for at least 
45-60 minutes for the meal.  Your dog could be jumping on the waitress, barking at guests, pulling on your 
arm to say hello to everyone or laying quietly under or next to the table relaxing while you enjoy your 
meal.

These are just three of the endless examples of times when you'd like your dog to relax and do nothing 
instead of pulling, jumping or barking.

How to do Sit on the Dog

1.  Make sure the you have at least 2 hours the first few times you do sit on the dog as your dog sets the  
pace.  We also recommend going to the bathroom and if you want gather a snack and drink to have with  
you as you'll be in one spot until the end of the activity.  

2.  Have your dog on a collar and leash.  Put the leash under your foot and make it short enough that there  
is downward pressure on the leash but no enough that it pulls your dog down.

3.  Now wait.  There should be downward pressure when your dog is sitting or standing (not laying down). 
When your dog lays down, there should be no leash pressure.  This may mean that you need to adjust your 
leash when your dog lays down so that the leash releases the pressure and also adjust when your dog gets 
back up to make sure your there is downward pressure.

4.  You'll looking for your dog to settle in a down.  But sit on the dog is not about the down, it's about 
relaxation.  You need to wait until your dog is relaxed.  Physical signs include laying down, head on the 
ground, the eyes stop darting around or sleeping.

Sit on the Dog


